Convenient 360° spray action

One-handed solution offers pet parents more control during at-home bathing

Available in Four Continuous Spray-On Shampoos!
Select Spray-On Shampoo for your dog’s specific coat.

Spray and enjoy the convenience of 360° action of Magic Coat® Continuous Spray-On Shampoo.

**TANGLES AND MATS**
- Tangles and Mats Continuous Spray-On Shampoo, 7 oz
  - With Aloe Vera • Smoothes
  - Shines • Detangles
  - 100520085

**CLENS & CONDITIONS**
- Cleans & Conditions Continuous Spray-On Shampoo, 7 oz
  - 2-in-1 Protein Enriched • Fortifies
  - Strengthens • Detangles
  - 100520084

**HYPO-ALLERGENIC**
- Hypo-Allergenic Continuous Spray-On Shampoo, 7 oz
  - With Oatmeal • Moisturizes
  - Soothes • Relieves
  - 100520082

**BRIGHT WHITE**
- Bright White Continuous Spray-On Shampoo, 7 oz
  - Lustrous • Brighten
  - Whiten • Enhance
  - 100520083

**Magic Coat® Continuous Spray-On Shampoo Counter Display**
- Display includes 3 of each of the following:
  - 100520085 (Tangles and Mats)
  - 100520084 (Cleans & Conditions)
  - 100520082 (Hypo-Allergenic)
  - 100520083 (Bright White)
  - 100521939
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